
CHAPTER 5 
Comments and Responses 

5.1 Introduction 
A total of five comment letters were received from agencies and organizations in response to the 
Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E) 
Lakeville-Sonoma 115 kV Transmission Line Project (Application Number 04-11-011).  

5.2 List of Comment Letters Received 
The comment letters received on the Draft MND are listed below in Table 5-1 in order of their 
arrival. Each comment letter has been assigned a corresponding alphabet letter designation.  

TABLE 5-1 
LIST OF COMMENTERS 

Letter # Commenter Date 

A Sonoma Mountain Institute January 9, 2006 

B Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District January 9, 2006 

C Pacific Gas & Electric Company January 9, 2006 

D Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics January 10, 2006 

E Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics  February 22, 2006 
 

5.3 Responses to Comments 
This section contains responses to all of the substantive comments received on the Draft MND up 
to the date of publication of this Final MND (the official public review period extended from 
December 9, 2005 through January 9, 2006). Each comment letter was assigned a letter according 
to the system identified previously (i.e., A, B, etc.). Each comment addressed within each letter 
was assigned a comment number (i.e., A-1, A-2, etc.). Responses are provided to each comment 
within the letter. Where a response to a similar comment has been provided in another response, 
the reader is referred to the other response.  

All changes to the MND are described in the response and referred by the page number on which 
the original text appears in the MND. Added text is underlined; deleted text is stricken. Added 
and deleted text is also shown in Section 2, Environmental Checklist and Discussion.  
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5. Comments and Responses  
 

Letter A – Sonoma Mountain Institute  
Response A-1 As described in Mitigation Measures 2.4-10a through 2.4-10e, measures to 

reduce or eliminate the potential for the spread of sudden oak death (SOD) 
would be implemented throughout the project area, including Sonoma 
Mountain Institute (SMI) and Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and 
Open Space District (SCAPOSD) project lands. PG&E must comply with all 
mitigation measures contained in this document. Compliance with these 
measures would be monitored by CPUC designated Mitigation Monitors. 
Routine monitoring reports would include a discussion of compliance with 
these measures and would be provided to SMI/SCAPOSD on a weekly basis.  

Response A-2 The construction schedule as presented on Table 1-7 of the Draft MND 
indicates that the transmission line construction period would span the 
interval between April 1, 2006 and May 1, 2007. The commenter references 
a construction interval between March 15th and June 15th with the inference 
that this period relates to their property (Sonoma Mountain Institute) and 
does not mention a specific year. The document preparers were aware that 
PG&E was and is likely to continue to conduct individual property access 
agreements for this and similar type projects, however the Draft MND makes 
no mention of any such property-specific construction period for proposed 
project work to be performed on Sonoma Mountain Institute property as 
stated by the commenter. As long as PG&E follows its established 
construction schedule and the specific time-sensitive mitigation measures1as 
presented in the MND and as verified by the CPUC Mitigation Monitors, the 
potentially significant project-related impacts would be reduced to a less-
than-significant level. 

Response A-3 The installation and maintenance of tubular steel poles (TSP) generally does 
not require any welding activities in the field, as the TSP is erected, bolted 
into place and conductors are fastened on by non-welding methods. In the 
unlikely event that maintenance crews have to contend with potential fire 
incidents at the field maintenance location, PG&E’s maintenance crews are 
trained in fire suppression and carry the following items – 46 inch handle 
shovel, Indian-back pumps, and a chainsaw as required by public resources 
code (PG&E, 2006a). In addition, Mitigation Measure 2.13-1b requires that 
all PG&E vehicles carry water for fire suppression during construction (See 
Mitigation Measure 2.13-1b).  

Response A-4 The subject of overland travel mentioned by the commenter is discussed on 
page 1-24 of the Draft MND. The intent of the overland travel is to minimize 
potential impacts from the passage of construction crews between existing 

                                                      
1  The Draft MND contains numerous mitigation measures that establish a specific time period when project 

construction can occur (or must avoid) in order to avoid impacts to specific resources. Many of these are found in 
Section 2.4; however, there are others contained within the document and are too numerous to list here. 
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roads and a remote pole site. As defined in the Draft MND, these routes 
would be approximately 12 feet wide, occur on gently sloping grassy areas 
and rangeland without the preparation of a road. PG&E has indicated that for 
the project-related overland travel on SMI property, the following vehicles 
would potentially be used - wheel auger, flatbed boom truck, dump truck, 
concrete transport (PG&E, 2006a). PG&E would work with the local 
landowner to establish the best route for this overland travel to comply with 
all mitigation measures and any circumstances of local terrain conditions at 
the time overland travel would occur. 

Response A-5 PG&E must comply with all mitigation measures contained in this document. 
Compliance with these measures would be monitored by CPUC-designated 
Mitigation Monitors. As is discussed in Response A-2, PG&E must meet 
construction schedule requirements of mitigation measures that are time-
period specific contained in the Draft MND2. Should PG&E be found to not 
be in compliance with these mitigation measures, then the CPUC has the 
authority to halt any construction, operation, or maintenance activity as 
stated on page 5-5 of the Draft MND: 

 “Enforcement and Responsibility 
The CPUC is responsible for enforcing the procedures for 
monitoring through the environmental monitor. The environmental 
monitor shall note problems with monitoring, notify appropriate 
agencies or individuals about any problems, and report the problems 
to the CPUC. The CPUC has the authority to halt any construction, 
operation, or maintenance activity associated with the project if the 
activity is determined to be a deviation from the approved project or 
adopted mitigation measures. The CPUC may assign its authority to 
their environmental monitor.” 

The commenter also mentions a bond not being posted and the comment 
infers that this would be to cover damages. As the easement owner, PG&E 
has the duty under common law to repair any property damage that may be 
caused by construction of the transmission line project. PG&E is insured 
under a major risk management program with large self-insured retentions. 
This program includes coverage for general liability and automobile liability 
insurance with limits of $1,000,000 each occurrence and $2,000,000 in 
aggregate as to person or persons for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage. Further, PG&E has qualified as a self-insurer under the 
laws of the State of California with respect to Workers’ Compensation. Thus, 
there is no need for the posting of any bond for the proposed project.  

                                                      
2  Ibid. 
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Finally, the commenter mentions that attorney costs for damage suits need to 
be assumed by PG&E. It is unclear as to what potential environmental 
impacts with respect to this CEQA document the commenter is addressing as 
such determinations are within the purview of the legal system, not an 
environmental information document. In this regard, it would be highly 
speculative to assume that this would be an impact mitigatable under CEQA. 
Thus, no response can be provided to this comment. 

Response A-6 The scope of the Draft MND pertains to activities associated with the current 
proposed project. PG&E must comply with all mitigation measures contained 
in Draft MND. Compliance with the measures would be monitored by CPUC 
designated Mitigation Monitors. Should PG&E be found to not be in 
compliance with these mitigation measures, then the CPUC has the authority 
to halt any construction, operation, or maintenance activity as stated in 
response A-5.  

Response A-7 The commenter cites an example of construction timing failure from another 
unrelated project. Please see response A-6. 

Response A-8 Please see responses A-2 and A-7. 

Response A-9 The commenter’s concern about fire on the SMI property is noted. Please see 
Response A-3 and Mitigation Measure 2.13-1b. 
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5. Comments and Responses  
 

Letter B – Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District 
Response B1  The commenter provides a summary of the creation of the Sonoma County 

Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District (SCAPOSD). This 
information will be added to MND on page 2.2-5 as follows: 

Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space 
District (Non-regulatory) 
The Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District 
(Sonoma County SCAPOSD) permanently preserves the diverse 
agricultural, natural resource and scenic open space lands of Sonoma 
County for future generations. To this end, the District conserves 
greenbelts between cities, farmland, biological resources, wildlife 
habitat, and land for public recreation. The intent of the District is to 
further State policy on the preservation of open space and to implement 
the Open Space and Agricultural Resources Elements of the 1989 
Sonoma County General Plan. The principal focus of the program is to 
acquire conservation easements, but the District may acquire fee rights in 
property where the project is in conformity with the Expenditure Plan 
(APOSD, 2005).is a public agency created pursuant to the California 
Public Resources Code Section 5500 et seq. Policies set forth in the 1989 
Sonoma County General Plan’s Agricultural Resources and Open Space 
Elements expressed the County’s commitment to agriculture, the 
importance of maintaining distinct and identifiable communities, and a 
desire to protect its scenic and natural resources. The 1989 General Plan 
also included an implementation program that envisioned establishing an 
Open Space District to preserve farmland and open space areas by 
acquiring interests in lands from willing sellers.  

In November 1980, the Sonoma County voters approved Measure A, 
which created the Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District, and 
Measure C, which funded the program with a 1/4 percent sales tax. An 
independent 5-member Open Space Authority levies the tax and 
administers the revenue pursuant to the voter approved Expenditure Plan.  

Categories of land for preservation such as community separators, 
critical habitat areas, agricultural lands, scenic landscapes, riparian 
corridors, biotic areas, and other open space projects are described in the 
Expenditure Plan. The District’s acquisition program furthers State 
policy on the preservation of open space and implements the Agricultural 
Resources and Open Space Elements of the 1989 Sonoma County 
General Plan (Puente, 2006). 

In addition, the text of MND page 2.1-11 is changed as follows: 
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The Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District 
(Sonoma County SCAPOSD) is a farmland and open space preservation 
program. The intent of the APOSD is to further State policy on the 
preservation of open space and to implement the Open Space and 
Agricultural Resources Elements of the 1989 Sonoma County General 
Plan (Sonoma County APOSD, 2005). is a public agency created 
pursuant to the California Public Resources Code Section 5500 et seq. 
Policies set forth in the 1989 Sonoma County General Plan’s 
Agricultural Resources and Open Space Elements expressed the 
County’s commitment to agriculture, the importance of maintaining 
distinct and identifiable communities, and a desire to protect its scenic 
and natural resources. The 1989 General Plan also included an 
implementation program that envisioned establishing an Open Space 
District to preserve farmland and open space areas by acquiring interests 
in lands from willing sellers. 

Regarding the commenter’s disagreement with the MND’s description of the 
conservation easement transaction, please see response B-2. 

Response B-2 The commenter generally summarizes the purpose of the conservation 
easement on the Moon Ranch property. MND page 2.1-11 acknowledges the 
existence of the easement and its stated purpose.  

Response B-3 The commenter correctly states that the Draft MND identifies its Moon 
Ranch conservation easement by the incorrect Assessor’s Parcel Number 
(APN). The Sonoma County Assessor’s Parcel Map submitted along with the 
comment letter is a more recent version of the Assessor’s Parcel Map that 
was referenced in the Draft MND analysis.3 As indicated on this updated 
map, the proposed project crosses what is now indicated as APN# 017-100-
024 which is one of the two parcels that made up what was formerly 
designated 017-100-007. The proposed project does not cross the other parcel 
(017-100-023) mentioned by the commenter. Therefore, the following 
changes are made to the text of the MND: 

 The eighth full row in Table 2.1-2 on MND page 2.1-3 is changed as follows: 

8 017-100-007 
024

Open space with residence LEA 60 LEA SR; Z; B6 

 

The fourth paragraph on MND page 2.1-11 is revised as follows: 

                                                      
3  In the summer of 2005, the document preparers obtained the most recent copy of the parcel map available at the 

Sonoma County Tax Assessors Office. This copy was dated October 15, 1993. The commenter provided a copy of 
the parcel map that was current as of December 2005 and is more recent than the copy that was available to the 
document preparers. 
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The Sonoma County SCAPOSD currently holds a Deed and Agreement 
Conveying a Conservation Easement and Assigning Development Rights 
that applies to two parcels of land. The larger of the two parcels that this 
deed applies to is currently owned by the Sonoma Mountain Institute, 
through which a portion of the transmission line would cross (pole 
numbers 33 through 39) (see Figure 2.1-3).2 The Sonoma Mountain 
Institute property (Assessor’s Parcel Number 017-100-024) is located at 
4080 Manor Road in Petaluma, California and comprises approximately 
380 373 acres of land. The property is currently used for research 
demonstrations in connection with the purposes of the Sonoma Mountain 
Institute, which are to sustain, manage, restore, and rehabilitate open 
space and other property dedicated to conservation goals and objectives. 
The Sonoma Mountain Institute property currently has a conservation 
easement with the Sonoma County SCAPOSD that places approximately 
211 of the 3801 acres into a designation called Forever Wild, through 
which the Proposed Project would cross (Haley & Bilheimer, 2005). The 
stated purpose of the easement is “to preserve open space, natural, scenic 
and agricultural values of the Property and to prevent any uses of the 
Property that will significantly impair or interfere with those values” 
(Sonoma County SCAPOSD, 1995).  

  

2 The other parcel that is covered by the same deed is under the Susannah Schroll Life 
Estate, et al (APN 017-100-023), totaling 7.8 acres. In total the Deed covers Assessor 
Parcel Numbers 017-100-023 and 017-100-024, which together comprise 381 acres.  
 
 

Response B-4 Please see response A-5. The commenter requests that notification be given 
at each stage of the construction process on the SMI property to allow the 
commenter to monitor activities. Daily monitoring reports will be prepared 
and supplied to Sonoma County either by fax, email, or available online. The 
text of Table 5-1 found in the fourth column from the left beginning on page 
5-25 at the discussion of Impact 2.4-10 and ending on page 5-27 in the Draft 
MND is modified for the four instances of the text as follows: 

CPUC mitigation monitor to inspect compliance at least once a week. 
During construction of poles on SMI property, PG&E and CPUC 
mitigation monitors shall provide copies of all routine mitigation 
monitoring reports submitted to the SCAPOSD and the CPUC on a 
weekly basis.

Response B-5 Mitigation Measures 2.4-10a-f provided in the Draft MND were derived 
from organizations4 with current scientific knowledge on the SOD pathogen 

                                                      
4  California Oak Mortality Task Force and Sonoma County Agricultural Commissioner.  
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and its known distributions. These measures adequately address the potential 
spread of SOD that could result from construction activities associated with 
the proposed project based on current scientific knowledge.  
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Letter C – Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
Response C-1 In response to this comment, the following change is made to the last 

paragraph on MND page 1-20:  

Construction of the transmission line would include installation of new 
tubular steel poles, installation of wood poles, removal of existing wood 
poles and conductor (transmission line wires), topping of some existing 
wood poles, installation / removal of safety structures at road crossings 
and stringing of new conductor for the 11 kV circuits. The existing 115 
kV conductor would be removed and replaced with the same non-
specular 477 ACSS conductor type (aluminum with a steel core) to limit 
reflection of light and visibility… 

Response C-2 The commenter’s question of applicability and jurisdiction regarding land 
use plan, policy, and regulation are rendered moot by a subsequent letter 
from PG&E to the CPUC (PG&E 1996c) which revises the project 
description to include as part of the project what was described in the Draft 
MND as Mitigation Measure 2.1-1 (undergrounding of the transmission line 
as it enters the City of Sonoma along Leveroni Road from approximately 
Fifth Street West to the Sonoma Substation). The environmental impacts of 
undergrounding that section of the transmission line were fully evaluated in 
the Draft MND, so incorporating the undergrounding as part of the project 
does not substantively affect either the evaluation methods or the conclusions 
of the MND. Mitigation Measure 2.1-1 is now removed from the MND and 
various changes to the text are made to delete references to Mitigation 
Measure 2.1-1 and to clarify, where appropriate, that undergrounding the 
transmission line from approximately Fifth Street West to the Sonoma 
Substation is part of the project. All text changes are identified in 
strikeout/underline in the affected sections of this document. 

This comment also states that references to the Sonoma County cultural 
resource consultation and plan at pages 1-38 and 2-3 should be deleted to be 
consistent with the Cultural Resources chapter, as there is no discretionary 
local review. Pages 1-38 and 2-3 are revised to remove those references as 
noted. 

Response C-3 The commenter states that a second TSP, that would also be approximately 
75 feet tall, will be required at the location of Pole 108 to transition the new 
circuit from overhead to underground. The commenter also states that in 
order to complete the undergrounding, it will be necessary to move the 
existing fenceline at the Sonoma Substation out further. This comment is 
affected by PG&E’s request to have undergrounding incorporated as part of 
the project (PG&E, 2006c) rather than as a mitigation measure. In response 
to that request, Section 1 of the Draft MND (Project Description) is revised 
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to reflect the addition of Pole 108a and the change to the existing fenceline 
(See Section 1). Following are other changes made to the MND to address 
these comments.  

The first full paragraph on MND page 1-20 is changed as follows: 

At the Sonoma Substation, additional equipment would be installed 
within the existing fenceline property line, as shown in Figure 1-7…. 

The last paragraph on MND page 2.2-6 is changed as follows: 

The Lakeville and Sonoma Substations are located on parcels that are not 
designated by the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) 
as Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, or Unique 
Farmland; rather both parcels are designated by the FMMP as Urban 
and Built Land. Modifications to the substations, which would occur 
within the existing boundary and fence property lines of the 
substations… 

The second full paragraph on MND page 2.2-9 is changed as follows: 

… Therefore, modifications to the substations, which would occur within 
the existing boundary and fence property lines of the substations, would 
not result in any conflicts with existing zoning for agricultural use or a 
Williamson Act contract.  

Response C-4 In response to the comment, the second sentence under Section 1.6.2 on 
Draft MND page 1-8 is changed as follows: 

Table 1-3 provides a more detailed description of existing, and 
approximate proposed, and difference of pole heights plus their land use 
designations for the entire transmission line project.  

Regarding column headings for Table 1-3, please see Response C-5.  

Response C-5 In response to this comment and Comment C-6, Table 1-3 on MND pages 1-
15 through 1-18 will be revised to incorporate the indicated changes. In 
response to Comment C-2, the incorporation of undergrounding requires 
changes to Table 1-3 as well. All necessary corrections to Table 1-3 are 
provided in redline/strikeout text in Section 1.6.3 of this document (See 
Table 1-3). 

Response C-6 Please see Response C-5. 

Response C-7 In response to the comment, the following changes are made to the MND: 
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 The first sentence of the fifth paragraph (Section 1.8.1.4) on MND page 1-24 
is changed as follows:  

It is estimated that helicopter access would be used to install 30 23 poles 
(Poles 14, 26, 33-39, 41-49, 51, 53, 56, 58, 59 and 63 64-66) in locations 
where overland access is not possible or difficult due to topography, 
vegetation, or to otherwise facilitate the project construction.  

 The last sentence of the first full paragraph (Section 2.15) on page 2.15-2 is 
changed as follows: 

A helicopter would be used for poles at the substations and to install 
Poles 14, 26, 33-39, 41-49, 51, 53, 56, 58, 59 and 63 64-66. 

The last sentence on MND page 1-25 is changed as follows: 

Approximately 30 35 poles would require removal by helicopter.  

The first paragraph on MND page 1-28 (Section 1.8.1.7) is changed as 
follows: 

Installation of approximately 30 23 TSPs would require the use of a 
helicopter and special construction techniques. Typically, an auger would 
be walked into the site by the pole crew, accompanied by the 
environmental monitor. Some locations would require transporting 
excavated soils, foundation forms, concrete, TSPs, and or miscellaneous 
tools and materials would all be transported in or out by helicopter. The 
crew would drive on existing roads to a nearby location, park, and walk 
the remainder of the way to some sites. There may also be helicopter 
transportation of some construction workers to remote pole sites. 

Response C-8 In response to the comment, the last sentence of first paragraph under Section 
1.6.1 is changed as follows: 

Overall, the new transmission line would require approximately 17 27 
fewer poles than the existing line because the taller tubular steel poles 
allow for greater spans (distance) between poles, which reduces the total 
number of poles needed to support the existing and new circuits.  

Response C-9 The section referenced in this comment has been revised to reflect 
undergounding as part of the project rather than as mitigation (See Section 1). 
Please also see Response C-2. 

Response C-10 In response to the comment, the last sentence of the first full paragraph on 
MND page 1-23 is changed as follows: 
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Note: no new permanent or new temporary (discussed below) access 
roads would be constructed on the Moon Ranch or Pristkert Pritzker.  

Response C-11 In response to the comment, the second paragraph on MND page 1-31 is 
revised as follows: 

A line crew of approximately 16 people would install conductor over an 
approximate six month period. A three member helicopter crew would be 
used to install the new circuit wire and would require approximately 10 
days (80 hours). There would also be approximately 15 days (120 hours) 
where the helicopter would be used to transport people and materials for 
the conductor installation.  

Response C-12 In response to the comment, the first sentence of the last paragraph on MND 
page 1-31 is revised as follows: 

Some structures can be installed without a clearance and will be set with 
a crane (typically a 6-member tower crew and 3-member crane crew 
working about 1 ½-2 weeks4 to 5 hours per structure).  

Response C-13 In response to the comment, the last sentence of the second paragraph on 
MND page 2.1-2 is changed as follows: 

Segment 1 would be located within the existing PG&E right-of-way 
except for Poles 7 through 12, which in order to avoid an existing 
transmission gas pipeline, would be located outside of the existing 
PG&E right-of-way. 

Response C-14 In response to the comment, the last sentence of the last paragraph on MND 
page 2.1-2 is changed as follows: 

Segment 2 would be located within the existing PG&E right-of-way 
except for some poles along Felder Creek. 

Response C-15 In response to the comment, the fifth sentence of the second full paragraph 
on MND page 2.1-17 is revised as follows: 

PG&E would not be able to begin project construction until after any and 
all necessary easements or other legal authorizations have been acquired.  

Response C-16 In response to the comment, the second sentence of the first full paragraph on 
MND page 2.4-19 is changed as follows: 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15065(a) declares that substantial impacts to 
rare, threatened, or endangered plants or animals are significant.  
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Response C-17 In response to the comment, on page 2.4-31 of the Draft MND, the second 
bullet under Mitigation Measure 2.4-2 has been revised as follows: 

PG&E shall contract with a Specialist an environmental monitor and 
submit the name and credentials of this individual to act as construction 
monitor(s) to USFWS for approval at least 15 days prior to 
commencement of any construction activities. 

  However, it should be noted that although not required under CEQA, the 
USFWS may require a USFWS-approved monitor to be present during 
construction activities as a condition of USFWS approval of the project.  

Response C-18 In response to the comment, on page 2.4-31 of the Draft MND, the third 
bullet under Mitigation Measure 2.4-2 has been revised as follows: 

Immediately prior to activities in the vicinity of Felder Creek, the USFWS-
approved Specialist shall perform a preconstruction survey for California 
red-legged frog. For wet season work sites, Tthe survey area should consist 
of all proposed wet season work sites within one mile of Felder Creek and 
should include all suitable aquatic and upland habitats within 90 m (300 ft) of 
these proposed work sites.  

Response C-19 In response to the comment, on page 2.4-33 of the Draft MND the last 
sentence in Mitigation Measure 2.4-3c has been revised as follows: 

Use of helicopters shall be restricted to necessary trips to install and 
remove poles, install the transmission line, and to deliver and remove 
equipment to areas lacking vehicular access or in areas where access 
would cause severe erosion. Helicopters may be used in an area if active 
raptor nests occur if an appropriate buffer has been established in 
coordination with CDFG. In active nesting areas, helicopters may be 
used after young have fledged, as determined by a qualified biologist in 
coordination with CDFG set forth in Mitigation Measure 2.4-3b.  

Response C-20 In response to the comment, on page 2.4-39 of the Draft MND, the last two 
sentences of the third bullet has been revised as follows: 

If problems are found, the Environmental Monitor shall recommend 
remedial measures. Consistent with project safety, Tthe monitor shall 
have the authority to stop activities that are likely to adversely affect 
sensitive aquatic habitats and recommend alternative work practices in 
consultation with construction personnel. 

Response C-21 The intent of the measure is to remove all mud and other debris from 
equipment and construction personnel to reduce and eliminate the spread of 
SOD. The requested change does not clarify and could potentially confuse 
monitors and construction personnel during the implementation of the 
mitigation measure.  
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Response C-22 In response to the comment, the last sentence of the second full paragraph on 
MND page 2.6-8 is revised as follows: 

The transmission line at this location is designed with a flexible capacity 
by lengthening the insulator strings installing load-limiters to allow for 
any increased tension on the line caused by fault rupture.  

Response C-23 In response to the comment, the last sentence of the first partial paragraph on 
MND page 2.7-7 is revised as follows: 

Because the chemicals have dried and because the poles are placed in 
concrete footing, there is negligible leaching out of the wood and into the 
environment.  

The comment states that wood poles are not placed in concrete foundations 
and this text change reflects that revision. Because the wood treatment 
chemicals have dried prior to placement of the wood poles in the ground, 
there would continue to be negligible leaching out of the wood and into the 
environment.  

Response C-24 In response to the comment, the last two sentences of the last paragraph on 
MND page 2.8-2 (which runs over to MND page 2.8-3) are revised as 
follows: 

Pole 26 is a proposed new pole whereas Poles 36 and 37 would remain in 
their current location. The new Pole 26 would be constructed at a 100-
foot setback from the stock ponds. Poles 26, 36, and 37 would remain 
approximately in their current locations. These three poles would be 
constructed at least 100 feet away from the stock ponds. 

Response C-25 In response to the comment, the last sentence of the first full paragraph on 
MND page 2.8-7 is changed as follows: 

Soil generated from the pole locations would not be left at each pole site, 
rather, it would be off-hauled and disposed or stockpiled for reuse in the 
staging areas.  

Response C-26  In response to the comment, the third sentence of the second to last 
paragraph on MND page 2.11-10 is revised as follows: 

Equipment would not be operated at night except as necessary, such as 
operation of generators as emergency power back-up contingencies for 
essential safety purposes when work must be performed during line 
outages that are only available outside of normal work hours. 
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Response C-27 In response to the comment, the first sentence of the first paragraph under 
section c) on MND page 2.15-12 is revised as follows: 

Although there are no airports within two miles of the project, The 
Petaluma Municipal Airport, located near the intersection of East 
Washington Street and Adobe Road, is within two miles of the Lakeville 
Substation, and helicopters would be used during the construction of the 
transmission line.  

This text change will not affect the conclusion of the resulting impact 
analysis for Impact 2.15-2 since implementation of Mitigation Measure 2.15-
2, requiring preparation and compliance with a Lift Plan to be approved by 
the FAA, would reduce any air traffic impacts to a less than significant level.  

Response C-28 Please see Response C-9.  

Response C-29 The commenter asserts that Mitigation Measure 2.17-1 should be deleted 
because the Sonoma Valley Recycled Water Project (SVRWP) is complete. 
The commenter is incorrect about this project being complete as the SVRWP 
is currently under environmental review by the Sonoma County Water 
Agency and had filed a Notice of Preparation on September 16, 2005 with 
the state clearinghouse (SCH No. 2005092083). Given the still potential 
overlapping of the two project’s construction schedule, Mitigation Measure 
2.17-1 is still required to reduce cumulative impacts along the eastern end of 
Leveroni Road. 

 This comment does identify an error in the Executive Summary of the Draft 
MND. To correct this error the indication that Mandatory Findings of 
Significance would have no or less than significant impact is changed by 
deleting reference to in the upper of the two table blocks on the bottom of 
page ES-3 of the MND and is this now added to the bottom of the two table 
blocks bottom of page ES-3 of the MND to correctly indicate that it is 
potentially significant as is stated in Section 2 and 3 of the Draft MND. 

Response C-30 In response to the comment, on page 5-12, the first sentence of the first 
paragraph under the fourth column from the left on Table 5-1 is revised as 
follows: 

PG&E to submit contact information, and qualifications of Specialist, 
and copy of contract with that Specialist to CPUC for approval. 

 Similarly, on page 5-14, the fourth sentence under the fourth column from 
the left on Table 5-1 is revised as follows: 
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Submit contact information and qualifications of contract with Specialist 
to CPUC
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Letter D – Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics  
Response D-1 The commenter had asserted that based on the description of the proposed 

project found in the Draft MND, State Heliport Permits and the 
accompanying analysis and documentation would be required for the 
temporary landing zones proposed by the project for construction purposes. 
After discussions with the commenter, PG&E has indicated (PG&E, 2006b) 
that the commenter’s concerns over apparent pole height issues and the need 
for State Heliport Permits has been resolved. The commenter has indicated 
that temporary permits are all that are necessary for the proposed project and 
are in the process of being issued (See Comment E-1). To reflect this change, 
on page 1-38, Table 1-8 of the Draft MND is modified as follows: 

 Section 1600 Streambed Alteration 
Agreement 

Alteration of any streambed or drainage 
channel (if required) 

California Department of Transportation Temporary Heliport Permits To permit temporary helicopter 
operations during construction.

State Historic Preservation Officer 
(SHPO) 

Section 106 of the NHPA Review 
(through U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ 
review process) 

Cultural Resource Management Plan (if 
required)  

    

 Similarly on page 2-2 of the Draft MND the following is inserted before the 
seventh bulleted item: 

• California Department of Transportation, Temporary Heliport Permits 
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Letter E – Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics 
 
From: Patrick Miles [mailto:patrick_miles@dot.ca.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2006 4:08 PM 
To: Lam, Dorris 
Subject: Lakeville Sonoma Transmission Line Project 
 
Ms. Dorris Lam, 

[E-1] A letter sent from this office, dated January 10, 2006, signed by Ms. Sandy Hesnard, 
mentioned possible actions that might be required relating to heliport sites identified in the above 
referenced project document. This afternoon Mr. Tim Morgan asked me to provide you with an 
update to the letter. I traveled to the proposed landing sites and inspected them on February 8, 
2006. I noted that the tubular steel poles mentioned in Sandy's letter are well below the height of 
the trees in that area, and will not interfere with aviation activity at the Petaluma Airport. I will be 
forwarding Temporary Heliport Permits for the landing zones within the next few days. The 
Temporary Permits will be effective for one year. We will require no further helicopter permit 
action relating to the project. If I can be of further assistance please feel free to contact me via 
telephone or e-mail. 

Patrick Miles 
CA Division of Aeronautics 
(916) 654-5376 
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From: Patrick Miles [mailto:patrick_miles@dot.ca.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2006 4:08 PM 
To: Lam, Dorris 
Subject: Lakeville Sonoma Transmission Line Project 
 
Ms. Dorris Lam, 

[E-1] A letter sent from this office, dated January 10, 2006, signed by Ms. Sandy Hesnard, 
mentioned possible actions that might be required relating to heliport sites identified in the above 
referenced project document. This afternoon Mr. Tim Morgan asked me to provide you with an 
update to the letter. I traveled to the proposed landing sites and inspected them on February 8, 
2006. I noted that the tubular steel poles mentioned in Sandy's letter are well below the height of 
the trees in that area, and will not interfere with aviation activity at the Petaluma Airport. I will be 
forwarding Temporary Heliport Permits for the landing zones within the next few days. The 
Temporary Permits will be effective for one year. We will require no further helicopter permit 
action relating to the project. If I can be of further assistance please feel free to contact me via 
telephone or e-mail. 

Patrick Miles 
CA Division of Aeronautics 
(916) 654-5376 
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Letter E – Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics  
Response E-1 Comment Noted. This comment addresses the commenter’s prior concerns 

expressed in Comment D-1. 
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5.4 Public Meeting Comments and Responses 
A public meeting was held on January 04, 2006 at 6:30 pm at the Sonoma Valley Library in 
Sonoma, California on the Lakeville-Sonoma 155 kV Transmission Line Project. Attendees were: 
Dorris Lam (CPUC); Doug Cover, John Forsythe, Tim Morgan, Jennifer Johnson (ESA); Jo Lynn 
Lambert, Dave Thomas, Mike Near, Michael Herz (PG&E); John Olmstead (SMI), Amy 
Wingfield (Sonoma County Comprehensive Planning), and Marta Puente (SCAPSOD). 

Verbal Comments and Responses at the Meeting: 

Marta Puente (Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District 
(SCAPOSD)):  

 Comment: How did you come to find that Sudden Oak Death Syndrome (SOD) would not 
be spread during the course of this process? 

 Response: ESA, as documented in the MND, consulted with a number of agencies with 
specific knowledge of SOD as well as conducted an extensive literature review and did not 
find information to support a finding that this project would spread SOD. (Note to the 
reader: The specific discussion is found in Impact 2.4-10 in Section 2.4 Biological 
Resources. Agencies consulted are listed in Section 4.2 Outreach Meetings and 
Consultations; see also Response B-5.) 

 Comment: Is PG&E prepared to do future mitigation if future data shows an increase in the 
spread of SOD after completion of this project? Would there be any guarantees? 

 Response: A full response is to be provided in the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration 
(FMND). (Note to the reader: See Section 5.3 Response to Comments, Letter B, Response 
B-5.) 

John Olmstead (Sonoma Mountain Institute):  

 Comment: Concerns regarding infestation of star thistle on SMI property and protocol used 
to mitigate potential impacts associated with invasive/noxious weeds and SOD. 

 Response: A brief explanation was provided of how, during project construction, the 
monitoring program would function (including the PG&E Primary Monitors and ESA as 
the Third-Party Monitors for the CPUC). The presentation team explained how the 
monitoring program purpose is compliance with the mitigation measures set forth in the 
Mitigation Monitoring, Reporting and Compliance Program (MMRCP) Section of the 
environmental document. (Note to the reader: the MMRCP is found in Appendix G of this 
document.) 

 Comment: Concerns regarding construction, specifically, SMI wants to be notified when 
and what types of construction will be occurring on their lands, wants to be present during 
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construction, wants to make sure that construction is occurring at times appropriate to avoid 
possible SOD issues and fire hazards.  

 Response: Mike Near (PG&E) stated that PG&E has a protocol that it follows during 
construction and this protocol does include coordination with local land owners as well as 
other interested parties. Thus, PG&E would routinely notify and coordinate access with 
local property owners such as SMI. 

 Comment: Concerns regarding safeguards surrounding the issues of if there are greater 
environmental impacts than discussed/covered in the environmental document, specifically 
on SMI property. How legally would SMI deal with that sort of issue? 

Response: The commenter was requested (and agreed) to submit a written comment that 
clarified their specific issues of concern. (Note to the reader: See Section 5.3 Response to 
Comments, Letter A, specifically Comment A-5 and Response A-5.) 
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